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USER INFORMATION SHEET
INSTRUCTION TO USER; READ BEFORE USE.

@c( SIZE, TYPHAN XPL,

Lightweight Composite Cut glove equipped with a breathable Polyurethane

coating, in combination with a hi-perfonnance composite 13 gg liner that is

high in tensile strengrth and designed to protect in high-cut hazard

environments- For use in dry conditinns
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1. Never use these gloves with chemicals. 2. Gloves should not be used
when there is a risk of entanglement with moving machine parts. 3. Before
usage, inspect the gloves for any defects or imperfections. Avoid wearing
damaged, dirty or worn out gloves. 4. The gloves should not come in
contact with a naked flame. 5. DO NOT SUBJECT TO HIGH SPEED OR
SERRATED BLADES. 6. This data may not reflect actual duration of protection
in the workplace due to factors such as temperature, abrasion and
degradation etc. 7- Protection against risks or hazards not mentioned ;n this
document is not warranted. 8- The levels of performance mentioned are
only valid for new gloves. 9.While these gloves arc exkeme\r cut
resistant, dt€rr ar€ not qrt Foof. 10. You are advised to retain this
packaging for frrture reference- 1L These instructions can be electronically

5orn€ groves may contatn rngredients which are known to be a possible
cause of allergies in sensitive persons who may develop initant and/or
allergic contact reactions. If an allergic reaction should occur seek medical
advice immediately. This model does not contain any substances at levels
that are known to, or suspected to, adversely affect user hygiene or health.
This product is treated with Sanitized@ and incorporate a biocidal product
The biocidal treatment protects against a broad spectrum of bacteria and
fungi. The active biocidal substance - Zinc pyrithione - promotes freshness
and inhibits odours. SANITZED@ has no products with nano material.
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- Testing carried out on the palm material -

EN 388:2016

mbeE indicate pertomance levels. For dulling
ilt resistatre tst (62), the coupe test results
r ncieate *iiie Sre TDM cut resistance test

Tested in accordance with EN 420:2003 + 41:2009, EN 388:2016.

EC type examinations were carried out by:

SGS United Kingdom Limited, Unit 2028, Worle parkway, Weston-super-
Mare, BS22 6WA, UK. (NB No:0120)

Victoria House, Colliery Road, Wolverhampton, WV1 2RD United Kingdom
O2016 Ultimate (Cleaners) Industrial Ltd

@ Web: www.ultimateindustrial.co.uk
I Email: info@ultimateindustrial.co.uk
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Description:
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have the same eveis of performance after rvashing. Washing or dry cleaning is

therefore not recommended.
Storage: Keep away from direct sunlight;
store in a cool dry place. Keep away

from ozone sources or naked f ame.

Store the gloves in the r origina packaging.

More informatiori and relevant documentation, including Ec Declaration of Conformities. are availdble at the below contact address and/or web address.


